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Abstract 
Boudhraa, Z., Resolution of singularities of Schubert cycles, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 90 
(1993) 105-113. 
Let G(r, n) be the Grassmannian of r-dimensional subspaces of K”. With each sequence t = (tl, , t,) 
of positive integers such that 1 5 t, < t, < -c t, 5 n a set S, is associated and called a 
Schubert cycle. In general, the Schubert cycles are not smooth, i.e. they have singular points, and our 
purpose is to eliminate these points of singularity by blowing up certain sub-Schubert cycles; to be 
more precise, we order the sub-Schubert cycles, say o1 5 g2 I I ak of the Schubert cycle 
s (I,.. ,I, by dimension, then the main result of this article guarantees that the singularities 
of$,. f > r can be resolved by blowing up first c 1, then by blowing up the strict transform ofa,, then 
of g3, etc. 
Definitions and preliminary results 
Throughout this paper, K will indicate our ground field’, and r and n will be 
positive integers with r < n. Let G(r, n) be the Grassmannian of r-dimensional sub- 
spaces of K”. Our aim in this section is to give G(r, n) the structure of a scheme over K 
(cf. [3]), but first we need to introduce some notation. 
We denote by t = (tl, . . . , t,) an r-tuple of positive integers satisfying 
1 I t, < t2 <. . . < t, I n 
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and we let T be the set of all possible such choices. For each 1 = (ll,. . . , 1,) E T we 
introduce r(n - r) variables 
Xl;‘, 1 I i I r, 1 I j I ~1, j # 1r, . . . , 1, 
and the matrix C,(Xi:‘) given by 
. . 0 xY11,. 1) 
. 0 x:‘;,,+ 1, 
. . 
. . 
. 
. 1 X!” 1u,+l) 
. . 0 X’!’ (I+ I)&+ 1) 
. . . . . . 
. . 0 XC”. ru.+ 1) 
If 1 = (II,. . . , 1,) and t = (tr, . . . , t,) are two distinct elements of T, we define an ideal 
of K[X{j’], denoted by Z,,l, as follows: 
First we construct the r x r matrix (M(1)) whose ith column is the lith column of 
C,(X$‘), then we let 1,,1 be the ideal generated by 
detW(l))l,. . . , det WV)), 
where (M(l))i is the submatrix of (M(1)) whose rows and columns are the first ith rows 
and columns of (M(1)). 
For t and 1 in T, we denote by U,,, the intersection 
Spec K[X$‘] n Spec K [Xif’]. 
As a subset of SpecK[X$‘], U,,, is the open set SpecK[X$‘] - SpecK[Xij’]/Z,,,, 
and as a subset of SpecK[X$‘], it is given by SpecK[X$‘] - SpecK[Xif’]/l,,,. 
Definition 1. For fixed positive integers r and n, we define the Grassmannian G(r, n) to 
be the scheme obtained by pasting the affine schemes Spec K[Xi:‘] via the open 
subsets UO,s. 
Example 2. G(l, n) is the scheme obtained by pasting the affine schemes 
SpecKCX$% SpecK[X\2j’], . . . , SpecK[Xyj], where 1 <j 5 n. 
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For arbitrary positive integers t and 1 satisfying 1 5 t,l I n we have 
and 
U,,, = SpecK[X:‘I] - SpecK[X:‘I]/I,,, 
= SpecK[X$] - SpecK[X:‘jJ/(X:‘/), 
U,,, = SpecK[X$] - SpecK[X:‘i]/Z,., 
= Spec K[X”!] - Spec K [X”!]/(X”‘) 1J 15 1t . 
Notice that 
and 
U,,, N Spec K[X$, . . , X:I!,_ 1j, X:lt + 1l,. . , X:‘:, l/X:‘)]. 
Remark. G(l,n) is the projective space P-l (K); its subspace of closed points 
/P”-‘(K)/ is in natural correspondence with the classical projective (n - l)-space. 
Similarly, for t E T we have a classical Schubert cycle ($1 given by 
IS,/ = (YE IG(r, n)/: dim(u A I’&) 2 i, i = 1,. . . , rf, 
where K, is the vector space spanned by {e,, . , . , e,>. The following definition 
describes IS,J as the set of closed points of a subscheme of G(r, n): 
Definition 3. For arbitrary t = (tt, . . . , t,) and I= (l,, . . _ , lr) in T, we denote by 
C,,,,(X$‘) the submatrix whose columns are the ti + 1, ti + 2,. _ . , n columns of 
C,(Xif’) and by Si” the closed subscheme of the affine scheme SpecK[X$‘] whose 
equations are the (Y - i + 1) minors of Cl,ri(X$)), i = 1,. . , r. We define the Schubert 
cycle S, to be the subscheme of G(r, n) obtained by pasting the schemes Si”, 1 E T. 
Example 4. The Grassmannian G(2,4) is the result of pasting the following affine 
schemes: 
The six Schubert cycles are denoted by S12, S13, S14, S23, Sz4, and S,,. 
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As an example, the Schubert cycle SZ4 is obtained by pasting the following 
subschemes: 
S:‘,” = SpecK[X\iz’, Xy,“, X::“, X:‘,“]/(X::“X:‘,2’ - X:‘,“‘X$it)), 
S$y’ = SpecK[X’,:3’, X:l,“), X::“‘, X:‘,“‘]/( X:‘,“‘), 
S:‘,“’ = SpecK[X::4’, Xi:“‘, X:‘,“‘, X:‘,4’]/(X(ii:)), 
S:“,“’ = SpecK[X\‘:‘, X:‘,“), X::“‘, X$2,3)1/(X:243)), 
S:‘,“’ = SpecK[X\2:‘, X:“,“‘, Xi:“‘, X~~‘]/(X\2~)), 
934’ = 
24 0. 
SZ4 is an example of a non-smooth Schubert cycle; in fact, the origin in S:‘,“’ is 
a singular point. Later we shall resolve the singularity of S24 by blowing up the closed 
subscheme 
Recall that Sj”, which is affine, is said to be non-singular if and only if all of its local 
rings are regular; also, it is not a restriction to consider only local rings at closed 
points since every local ring at a non-closed point is the localization of a local ring at 
a closed point, hence it is a regular local ring. 
We define the dimension of a Schubert cycle S, by 
dim S, = max{dim Si”: I E T) 
and it is not hard to see that this dimension is equal to cl=, (ti - i). 
Combining the above facts, we see that S, is smooth if and only if for every closed 
point p E S, (I) the rank of the matrix (afj/aXif’), is equal to r(n - r) - dim Sj”, where 
Si” = SpecK[X~~‘]/(f,, . . . , fk). 
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We have seen that S I” is determined by a finite number of equations fs(Xif’), 
1 I i I k. Let T:(ISpeck[X$‘]I - lSi”I) ++ IPkm’(K)I be the projection morphism 
taking a closed point a with affine coordinates (ai,. . . , CC,.~~_~,) into the closed point 
with homogeneous coordinates (fi(a), . . . , fk(cx)). 
Definition 5. We define the blowing up of Spec K[X$‘] with center Si”, denoted by 
B(C,, Sir)), to be the smallest closed subscheme of Spec K [X{i’] x Pk- l(K) containing 
the graph of r. If S!” c S(*) then the strict transform of Sy’ by Sir’ is by definition the s ,
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smallest closed subscheme of B(C,, Si”) which contains n- ‘(SF’ - Si”), where 
Il: B(C,, Si”) H Spec K[X!f’] is the projection on the first factor. 
Remark. Let SF’ and Si” be as above, and define the blowing up of SF’ with center 
S{” to be the smallest closed subscheme of Sr’ x P k-‘(K) which contains IS:‘1 - JSj”(; 
then B(Sj”, Si”) is precisely the strict transform of Sr’ by Si” (see [2]). 
Example 6. By definition, B(G(2,4), S::“) = UB (C,, S::“) with some identifications. 
Let us look at B(C12, S::“). The four charts over SpecK[X\‘:‘, X\l,“), 
X::“, X:142)] x P3(K) are given by 
Spec K [X ::2’, X :‘z’, X ::2’, XYI x %cKCY21YI, Y31YI, &/Y,l, 
Spec K [X y:‘, X y:‘, X yt’, x:‘,“] x specK[Yl/Y29 y3/y2, y4/y21y 
Spec K [X !y’, X\y’, X :‘32’, X&? x specKCY~lY3, Y2/Y3, Y4/Y31, 
SpecK[X:133’, X:‘,“‘, X:‘;“, X(r’) 24 ] x SpecKCYrlY,, y2/y4, y3/y41. 
Notice that 
(*I SpecK[Xyz’, X:‘,“, X:‘,“, X(2142)1 x specKCY21YI, Y3/YI, Y4/YIl, 
N SpecK[X\‘:‘, X:‘,“), X:l,‘), X’:,“‘, Y,/Y,, Y,/Y,, Y,/Y,]. 
Thus we are looking for the smallest closed subscheme of (*) which contains the graph 
of r:K4 - (0) wjP3(K)I, h ence it is contained in the subscheme defined by the 
following equations: 
x::” Y,/Y, = xy, x::” Y,/Y, = x:l,“, x:13?’ Y4/Yl = x$? 
The fact that the origin is not in the graph of r allows us to exclude all closed points 
satisfying X:l,‘) = 0; therefore, this piece of B(C 12, S::“‘), which we shall denote by 
B(l), is nothing more than 
where K[Xyt’, X:‘,“‘, X::“‘, X:‘,“‘, Y,/Y,, Y,/Y,, Y,/YJ was identified with its 
isomorphic image in the field of fractions. Notice that with this identification we have 
Y2/Yr = Xi’,“/X~‘~‘, Y3/Yl = X$‘~‘/X\:“, (12) (12) Y*/Yi = X24 1x13 . 
Let us compute the strict transforms in B(l): 
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S\‘t’ is determined by the ideal (X y:‘, X y:‘, X y:‘, X y:‘) of K [X\‘,“‘, Xi’,“, X yt’, 
Xi’,“], and 
which is the ideal (X\‘t’) of K[Xy:‘, X:‘,“/X\‘,“, X::“‘/X:‘i’, X~~‘/X\‘~‘]. Simi- 
larly, the corresponding ideal in B(l) of the ideal of Sy:) is the one generated by X::“. 
Therefore, the strict transform of Sy,“’ by S::” . IS empty. For the same reason the strict 
transform of S\‘,” is also empty. So let us compute the strict transform of S::” by S::“. 
We have 
n-1(<x14 2 ( ’ X:‘,“‘) - (X:‘,“, x:l,“‘, xp, x:‘,2’)) = (Y,/Y,, Y,/Y,) 
which is (X:‘,“/X:‘~‘, (12) (12) X 24 /X 13 ); therefore, the desired strict transform is 
Finally, a simple verification shows that the strict transform of S:‘,‘) by S::” is the 
affine scheme 
We have seen that the Grassmannian G(r, n) is covered by the affine schemes 
Spec K [Xif’] and that an arbitrary Schubert cycle S, is the result of pasting the closed 
subschemes S, . (I) We define n(Xij) to be the set (Spec K [X$‘]: k E T j and we refer to 
it as the set of charts over the Grassmannian. Finally, we put an order > on the 
elements of !2(Xij) so that SpecK[X$‘] > SpecK[X!i’] if and only if either k, < ll 
or there exists an s 2 1 SO that ki = li for i I s and k,+, < l,+,. 
Proposition. Given Spec K [X$‘] in s2(Xij). Then St,, , I, is thefirst nontrivial Schubert 
cycle in SpecK[X$‘]; i.e. Sit’ # 0 and Si” = 0 if t < 1. Blowing up St, the strict 
transforms of the Schubert cycles in Spec K [Xif’] are isomorphic to the Schubert cycles 
in SpecK[Xij”], where SpecK[Xiy] > SpecK[XiJ”]. 
Before passing to the proof of the proposition, we deduce the principal result: 
Corollary. Let ct c G(r, n) be an arbitrary Schubert cycle; let {oi} be the Schubert cycles 
contained in IS ordered so that dimoi < dime,, r. Then o can be disingularized by 
blowing up CJ~, then by blowing up the strict transform of c2, then of cr3, etc. 
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Proof. We denote the elements of Q(Xij) by w1 _< o2 < ’ . . I o,, m = (C). Thus 
o1 = SpecK[X!T-‘+‘. ...n-*) ] and o, = SpecK[X~~.2~ ““‘I. 
In o1 all the Sihubert cycles are trivial except S (,, ,+l,,,..,~,_.,whichisw,itselfand _ 
therefore nonsingular. Hence the result is true for the Schubert cycles in oi. 
For any k, 1 < k I m, consider w,; by induction we may assume the result is true 
for all Oi < ok. Suppose that ok = Spec K[X!f’] for some 1 = (I,, . . . , 1,) in T. 
Blowing up SI,, , I,, the strict transforms can be regarded as the Schubert cycles in 
some Spec K [X$“] < Spec K[Xi:‘], thus the result is true for ok since the next 
blowing up is that of Schubert cycles in Spec K [Xjf”]. 0 
Proof of the proposition. Suppose that for some t = (tl, . . . , t,) E T we have I, I 
t 1,. . 3 li-, < ti- 1 but ti < li. By Definition 3 the equations of Sl” are obtained by 
excluding the first t, columns of C,(Xif’) then equating to zero the (v - s + 1) minors 
of the resulting matrix, where 1 < s I r. Now, if for some i we have ti < lit then one of 
the minors is the polynomial P(Xij’) = 1 (just consider the r - i + 1 columns 
li, . . . , 1,); hence Sf” = 8 and Si is indeed the first nontrivial Schubert cycle in 
Spec K [X$‘]. 
Notice that Sj” is given by r equations, where z = r(n - r) - cl= 1 (li - i); these are 
precisely 
Xif’, j 2 li + 1 (1) 
with the usual restrictions 1 5 i c r and j # I,, . . . , 1,. 
Cover the projective space P’- ‘(K) by the affine schemes (Spec K[ xj/xr]},t and 
recall that B(CI, Si”) is the smallest closed subscheme of SpecK[Xif’] x P’-‘(K) 
containing the graph of r : JSpec K [Xif’] 1 - IS!“/ H P’-‘(K). Therefore, a typical 
chart over Spec K [Xi;‘] x P’-‘(K) has the form 
SpecK[Xi:‘, Kj/&] N SpecK[XI:‘]xSpecK[YJY,,], 
where i and j are as in (1) and k # II,. . . ,I,. 
Let us denote Spec K [Xi:‘, ~j/Yst] n B(Cl, Sj”) by By’; then the closed points of 
By) form a subset of the points satisfying the equations 
Xlf’ = Xi:’ ~jl~,. 
(2) 
We may exclude points that satisfy Xi:’ since they are not in the graph of r; to do so, 
we identify the ring K [X$‘, xj/&] with its isomorphic image in the field of fractions 
K(Xi:‘, Y,j/xr). With this identification (2) yields 
X~~.‘/Xl:’ = Y,jl r,, 
and 
where k < li + 1, and i and j are as in (1). 
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The next step of the proof is to show that the strict transforms by SI” are 
isomorphic to the Schubert cycles in another chart. 
Let II:I3?’ I+ SpecK[X’,y] be the projection and I the ideal of Si’); i.e. Si” = 
Spec K [X$‘] /I or equivalently {P E Spec K [Xi:‘] : I E P}. The ideal I is generated by 
the equations Xif’ where i and j are subject to the conditions in (1). Therefore, the 
corresponding ideal F c K[Xi:‘, X$‘, Xif’/X$‘] is generated by Xl:’ and X$’ xj/‘&; 
hence it is the ideal (Xif’). 
On the other hand, if G = S,,, , + is a Schubert cycle in SpecK[Xif’] with ideal I,, 
then it follows from the first step that the equations which determine r0 are obtained 
by applying Definition 3 to C,(Xif’, XL:‘) instead of C,(X$‘), where the former is given by 
I . . . 1 
X!” 
l(l;+l) . . . zf!i+l~l) 0 
X!” 
I(li+,+l) . . 
. . . 0 X’!’ (r+l)(li+l) . . . X’!’ (I+ 1)(1,+1- ) 1 Z’!’ (t+l)(Il+,+l) . . . 
I . . . . 
\ 
. . . 0 xl:‘,i+l, . . . x::‘l,+,-1, O Xt:)li+I+l) . . / 
and xi;’ = Xi:’ X$)/X$’ except XL:’ = Xl:‘. 
Therefore, the strict transform of G by S if’ is the collection of prime ideals of 
I?~“) containing the generators of r0 but not X$‘; i.e. not the generator of 1 Hence no 
power of Xi:’ is in E But the equations of iv are minors involving variables of the form 
xif’ = X$‘Xij’/X$’ (except s$’ = Xif’), h ence the equations of the strict transform of 
B are obtained by applying Definition 3 to the matrix C,(Xjf’, Xl:’ = l), obtained by 
replacing .%:y by X~~‘/X~f’ and xl:’ by 1. 
Let X 6:’ be as above and put 1, = max(1,: lk < t} where 1 = (11, . . . , I,). 
Our purpose in this step is to establish an isomorphism between Bi”) and an 
element w of sZ(X,j) so that the above strict transforms are isomorphic to the Schubert 
cycles in w. 
We start from the matrix Cl(Xlj’, XL:) = 1) by doing the following elementary row 
operations: 
(i) Fix the first (s - 1) and the last (r - a) rows; these are the rows 
1,. . ,s- l,a+ 1,. . .,r. 
(ii) Permute the rows (s, s + 1,. . . , a) so that they take the order (s + 1, 
s+2,..., a, s); in this way the 1, which was in the (s, t)-position, is now the (a, t)-th 
entry of the matrix C,(X$‘, XL:’ = 1). 
(iii) Eliminate the variables (above and below the 1) on the tth column. 
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Notice that the above operations do not effect the equations of the strict transforms 
since the latter are obtained by equating to zero certain minors of CI(Xii’, Xi:’ = 1). 
Now define a new element 1’ = (l’,, . . . , 1:) of T as follows: 1; = li for 1 < s - 1 and 
U+llilr,l;=li+r for s 5 i I a - 1, 1: = t. Then our new matrix is 
where pij(X) = sj are polynomials in K [Xii’, Xii’, X$)/X$‘]. 
Finally, define a map $ : K [Xif”] E+ K [Xi:‘, X,, , (” X!!‘/X$] by $(X$“) = ej(X) if 
(i, j) # (a, I,), $(XfI:‘) = Xi:‘. Then $ is an isomorph;gm, in fact its inverse I+-’ is 
obtained by doing the inverse of the previous elementary operations to C,,(Xif”). 
By construction Spec K [Xif”] < Spec K [Xif’] and the strict transforms in Bi”) are 
isomorphic to the Schubert cycles in Spec K[Xif”]. 0 
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